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who we are
Account(ability) for all in 3PL industry

Through strategic partnerships and tech-

enabled assets, FreightHub powers 

specialized organizations to complete the 

entire 3PL chain. From a regional location of 

Miami, Florida, FreightHub taps into multiple 

sites throughout the U.s. to provide the best 

ROI on your 3PL need(s). Whsehub steps in as 

one of those specialized points in order to 

provide innovative solutions to short & 

Long-term 3pl warehousing and storage.

THE NURTURING SOUTH FLORIDA AREA HAS ALLOWED US 

TO FULLY REALIZE & DEVELOP OUR BUSINESS

PHILOSOPHY 

- DELIVER CUSTOMER DRIVEN RESULTS ACROSS MULTIPLE

MODES OF  DOMESTIC TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, AT THE

HIGHEST LEVEL OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION,24-7, WITH

NO EXCUSES

SINCE OOUR ICEPTION, THE ORGANIZATION MAINTAINS 

CAPABILITIES TO CONTINUE TO GROW WITH 

SCALE,FURTHER PASSING UNIQUE ROI-FOCUSED

SERVICES TO THE 3PL INDUSTRY



(Ranked) lae
team structure

our 
employees

Each logistics 

account executive is 

responsible for 

managing and 

overseeing the 

freight movement 

process the tendering 

of the load through 

delivery.

24/7 staff
availability

LOGISTICS
ACCOUNT

EXECUTIVE

CUSTOMER 
ACCOUNT 

SPECIALIST

LOGISTICS 
ACCOUNT 

EXECUTIVE 
TRAINEE (LAET)

LOGISTICS SALES 
SUPPORT (NIGHT 

DISPATCH)

* Scale based 

on business 

needs with no 

extra cost to 

the customer

Logistics
Coordinator

Sales
Assistant

tertiary 
Level(s) of 

support

Smart(er) 
communication
is everything



We are the company you count on to find 

the best options for all your storage needs.

 

What we do

Our staff are able to adapt to changes as 

quickly and effectively as our 3PL services. 

By training and orienting staff to meet 

specific points along 3PL warehousing and 

public storage, we are able to provide real-

time insights and services for:

bonded

cross-dock

cold storage

vehicle loading

E-COMMERCE FULFILLMENT

event logistics based storage

Short- & Long-term warehousing

travel-retail ready warehousing

dedicated hazmat & chemical storage

third-party logistics (3PL) capabilities



operations
(enhanced)

Optimized workflows &
tech assisted solutions

24/7 Secure storage facilities

IOT capabilities, Radio-frequency identification (RFID) 

devices, geo-fencing locations- we bring innovative 

solutions to ensure the best value for your cargo.

With camera-mobile connected tech, physical security 

checkpoints and real-time notifications, our 

customer can confidently know their cargo is safe. 

Each site is certified and inspected to ensure a high 

degree of quality control.

Our warehousing and storage sites utilize modular 

structuring, allowing us to provide custom optimized 

storage. Each item is stored in a dedicated, secure 

location, which is trackable through our warehouse 

management system (WMS) MAgaya. 

Flexible Floor Space & 
Adjustable, secure Racks



1
point

of

contact

Ethical and professional behavior is the bedrock 

of our company. We treat all of our customers 

equally and politely; the demands of the industry 

do not dictate the professional relationships we 

create.

 

Each member of our team is cross-trained with a 

specific focus safety and responsiveness. 

Empowering them with technology for faster and 

easier workflows and providing annual training 

seminars. With dedicated departments, employees 

undergo training related to their unique 

operational needs as well as general practices, 

ensuing our clients have a consistent a-rated 

experience across the board.

execution

flexible team structure

business model
(responsive)

850+
hours of

dedicated 
3pl training

100%
compliance &
Transparency

LEARN MORE > GOWHSEHUB.IO

http://gowhsehub.io/
http://gowhsehub.io/


where we are
core
headquarters

The nurturing South 

Florida area has 

allowed our 

capabilities to grow 

with scale, further 

passing unique ROI-

focused services to 

the 3PL industry. 

From a regional 

location of Miami, 

Florida, FreightHub 

taps into multiple 

sites throughout the 

United States. With 

unique staff trained 

for the unique aspects 

of the 3PL chain- 

FreightHub, DRAYHub, 

HazmatHub, FTLHub & 

LTLHub.



re-inventing 3pl 
warehousing & storage 

services with tech-
enabled transparency

L E A R N M O R E > G O W H S E H U B . I O

http://gowhsehub.io/
http://gowhsehub.io/


We have strategically 

placed each one of our 

locations to provide 

optimized routes- close to 

major ports, highways and 

hubs. Cross-connected with 

IOT powered devices allows 

us to provide real-time 

updates and insights. 

IOT 

CAPABILITIES

By tapping into the power of

GPS live tracking, we create a 

dynamic digital map of our 

flexible warehouses. This

allows us to provide further 

subsets of digital tools and 

secure accessing. With active

triggers in place, our certified 

team of employees can pass you 

insights to further provide 

ROI-based Services.

GEO-FENCED & 

GEO-TARGETING

magaya (WMS) was designed 

from the ground up to manage 

warehousing & storage sites 

effectively. WHSEHub 

empowers the system with 

additional technology to 

supplement our eco-friendly 

and cost-effective 

operations.

MAGAYA (WMS) SYSTEM

Each storage site is 

cross-connected with a 

number of additional 

technology, allowing us 

to provide on-demand 

service. From quoting, 

services, specific 

questions, floor plans- we 

can pass the information 

you need to make a ROI 

based decision.

REAL-TIME

UPDATES

(tech)
enhanced
operations



Proof of business model

customer testimonials

“My 3PL focused transportation company has been using WHSEHub for the last several months and it has consistently 

been a successful B2B relationship. Working with dedicated account executives allows me to communicate quickly 

with specific attention to my business." –  Anonymous Customer Survey

"Pedro and his warehouse team are truly dedicated. As a freight forwarder, I go in and out of a ton of storage spaces 

with none as clean and as organized as WHSEHub's." – Jacob, email response.

“Receiving updates about my cargo- when it arrives and when it ships- brings so much confidence in my storage 

outsourcing. WHSEHub allows me to focus on other parts of my business without my being concerned about 

micro-managing” – Anonymous Customer Email

Carrier testimonials

“Since we started this business, we have been able to count on WHSSEHub for access to storage across the United 

States. Seeing the technology is one thing, but having it decrease your overall operations costs is amazing. The added 

cross security is comforting as well. Thank you for your support.” Bing Review

"Assisting me with both my shipping and storage needs, Nam provided me with insightful suggestions allowing me to 

invest my limited time on other matters; working with them takes so much pressure off my operational team. You guys 

are the best." Google Review



(CERTIFIED)
3PL NETWORK

STRATEGIC 3PL PARTNERS & ORGANIZATIONS

blue book

4 Licencies:

MC, DOT, & tsa Approved

Uiia Scac code & fmcsa 

Validated

5a2

duns # 79-145-9410

dun & bradstreet



let's talk

Email

info@GoWHSEHub.io

Telephone

1.888.219.4544

Address

3300 NW 110 Street 
Miami FL 33167

3300 NW 110 Street Miami FL 33167




